
Board co-Chair Report to IofC Canada AGM 2016 
 
Your board, consisting of 7 members, volunteer to the best of their ability in a spirit of service to IofC 
Canada. Jean-Nöel André (Neuville), Sara Vassigh (Montreal), Samrawit Mersha (Ottawa), Richard 
Batsinduka (Gatineau), Firyal Mohamed and Augustino Lucano (Calgary) and Lorne Braun (Richmond) 
attempt to provide direction and oversight. We regret that Richard has not been with us for a good 
portion of the year due to his ongoing health issues. 
 
We are pleased and grateful to have excellent staff working with us: Tim Hall (Surrey), Janyce Konkin 
(Calgary), Viola Sebahana (Ottawa), Joseph Vumiliya (Montreal), and most recently Mary Ella Keblusek 
(Ottawa). Their dedication and commitment goes beyond being employees, and is much appreciated. 
 
Throughout the country we have a solid group of volunteers. We are particularly blessed to have 
continuing support and participation from the Gagnon’s, Weeks’, Newman’s and Hartnell’s, our former 
full-time workers. These are people who have given much of their lives to the work of IofC in Canada 
and beyond, and provide needed wisdom for our work to carry on. 
 
Many other people live out their values in service within IofC, from newsletter production to advisory 
committee involvement to fundraising activities to donating and other supporting endeavours. And at 
the heart of this are people who pray for the work and the people involved. All of us have a part to play 
in ensuring that IofC remains a viable and relevant movement that touches people’s lives. 
 
At its retreat in October 2015, the board confirmed the priorities set at the 2015 AGM weekend in 
Calgary:  

o   Follow up to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission 

o   Building bridges between groups 

o   Youth engagement and mobilization 

 
The newsletters throughout the year and the annual report highlight various activities across the 
country that relate to these three priorities. 
 
Organizationally, we have recently received word from the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) regarding our 
request to change the IofC Canada Purposes. Our charitable status has been confirmed pending one 
additional change to be made. 
 
Our challenge remains in raising the funds we need to do the things we believe we should be doing. 
Matching our human and financial resources to the needs we see before us will take effort from all of 
us. 
 
The Board looks forward to engaging with members and interested others at the National Consultation 
weekend and beyond. Our desire is for IofC Canada to be a force making a difference in our world – 
locally, nationally and globally. 
 
Warm regards, 
 
Lorne Braun 
IofC Canada co-Chair 
 


